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Abstract
The paper draws on Bond’s architectural influences and critical thoughts on architecture in
the context of his design response in the Bolgatanga Regional Library, to advance the idea
on hybrid modernism in postcolonial Ghana. Bond considered the Library his first
independent work and the most profound. However, as an architect-academic working
alongside some of the celebrated modernist practitioners, Bond’s Library appears fairly
influenced. Bond’s expression of modernism in the Library reflects the mediation of three
cultures: the northern vernacular building culture and the weather; the principles of Western
modernism; and his hybrid experiences. His response, much like other socio-climatic
responses known to late tropical practices in Ghana, demonstrated how the architecture of
the marginalised 1 manifesting in concrete, also constitutes a reflection of the postcolonial
mediation of space. Bond achieved this through relating to both the ideological 2 and
experiential 3 approach to modernist regionalism.

Introduction: The Bolgatanga Regional Library and the scope of current publications
The Bolgatanga Regional Library, located in the hot dry conditions of North-East Ghana, is one of
many post-independence 4 literacy interventions in underprivileged communities. The goal to
decentralise the culture of reading by bringing purposed libraries closer to the doorsteps of those in
remote areas in Ghana was timely. The development of regional libraries and subsequently district
libraries were to augment the challenges faced earlier with access. Mobile van services had
sporadically served these communities until then.
The Library receives prominence in architectural discourse by the nature of its commission. By virtue
of its location in a rural community at the time, Bond and the Ghana Library Board (as clients) were
keen to develop a concept closer to known vernacular practices there. The resultant composition
therefore draws from the architecture of the immediate setting. The Library is recognised among
pioneer works in the area of sustainability5. It is celebrated for the non-reliance on air conditioning,
while maintaining internal comfort levels 6. The building is described as an “essay in form”, better
appreciated from the accomplishment of its parts rather than its overall outlook 7. The Library
presently accommodates other out-of-service uses, such as Sunday church services, in addition to its
core function. A recent visit to the Library reveals significant deterioration and leakages due to poor
maintenance regimes. However, the architecture is unaltered and its significance is intact.
Among many deliberations 8 on the Library, three main publications give detailed architectural
accounts 9. The most recent by Ola Uduku focuses mainly on the composition of the Library and its
plural use over time without altering its original make and function. The article briefly describes the
passive cooling strategies of the Library design. In addition, the relationship between Le Corbusier’s
mannerisms in design and Bond’s sculptural composition and use of open plan spaces 10 receives a
passing mention. The article does not give a detailed critical view of the architect and the Library, but
instead emphasises the present adaptive use.

The second article by Hannah Le Roux draws on the Bolgatanga Regional Library to advance the
idea of architectural mediation. For example, she notes that the Library is perhaps one “that most
strongly drew from African forms” 11. Furthermore, she constructs a relationship between rural studies
conducted by the work colleagues of Bond at the KNUST 12 School of Architecture and how these
enhanced Bond’s independent engagement 13.
The reading of Bond’s architecture in the aforementioned is drawn from his detailed account of the
Library in the article “A Library for Bolgatanga” 14. Bond gives a tacit description of the local Frafra
house and its form between the seasons. While Bond is explicit in the symbolic expressions of the
vernacular in the Library composition, responses to climate are his subjective views with potentially
connected readings from the knowledge of the vernacular. Although he does not explicate the climatic
relationship between vernacular responses and the Library in exact terms, he simply admits that the
design was influenced by the local climate 15.
It appears a critical view of the thoughts and architectural inclinations of Bond and how they
influenced his design output in the form of the Library is yet to be realised. The detailed reading of
the hot, dry climatic conditions and their relationship to vernacular responses in the context of the
Library concepts potentially extends Bond’s limited account of his responses to the climate, learning
from the vernacular. For the advancement of “hybrid” modernism 16 in former colonies, the unique
position of the Library and the architect is also potentially crucial. This paper seeks to establish the
interconnectedness between Bond’s thoughts and architectural influences at the time of the Library
commission and its place in the design composition.

Overview of the architectural character of regional libraries of the humid zone in Ghana
The development of regional library buildings in Ghana, post-World War II, coincided with the
pluralism of modernism in former colonies. During this time, Ghana or the Gold Coast was heavily

reliant on expatriate architects 17 whose practices were divided between technically minded
technoscientic responses that emphasised the climate, and interventions that mediated climate as well
as indigenous architectural knowledge. The library architecture of the humid zone mostly emphasised
the former and appropriately responded to the humid climate.
A typical climatic response to a library design in this zone affords maximum cross ventilation while
adopting minimal shading to mitigate the effects of driving rain and glare 18. The objective is to have
libraries light in composition as much as possible. This usually results in generous fenestrations 19.
For example, the Ashanti Regional Library 20, designed by a Lagos based architect, incorporates large
areas of high level adjustable louvre windows and is supplemented with “breathing blocks” 21 at the
external wall base to facilitate air movement within spaces. Similarly, the Sekondi Regional Library
has large areas of glazed openings to enhance ventilation 22. The appropriation of depths for shading
and reduction of glare within this climate are common to these library architectures. The Ashanti
Regional Library in Ghana has a long running verandah, which shades and connects adjoining rooms.
It is also characterised by the prominence of concrete hoods over windows to reduce excessive glare
(see figure 1-right). The Kenneth Scott Eastern Regional Library in Koforidua (1955) has its roof
projected beyond the enclosing walls supported on free-standing columns for effective shading while
the generously glazed facades allow for ventilation. Similarly, the children’s section and exhibition
halls in the Accra Central Library 23 visually convey the character typical of climatic related
architectural expressions in the humid zone. Openness, light and shade is a common theme. The
building fabric incorporates a double skin façade. The inner façade utilises large glass panels and the
external is ceramic tile screens to facilitate ventilation and provide some minimum amount of shade
for the openable glass panels (see figure 1- left).

Figure 1. Left: the exhibition hall of the Accra Central Library depicts the openness of the external walls that shade the
second fabric made of openable glass panels. Right: the Ashanti Regional Library displays the shading, long running
verandah, concrete hoods as well as large areas of louvered windows on the façades.

The biography of Bond Jr. (1935-2009) and his architectural influences
J. Max Bond Jr. belonged to an elite, educated African American family of Louisville Kentucky. The
Bonds were exceptionally high achievers compared to other black families in America. There were
high expectations with every Bond generation 24. J. Max Bond Jr. followed the footsteps of his seniors
in the challenging profession of architecture. Bond’s interest in architecture began during his father’s
time as Dean at the Tuskegee Institute where he spent time fondly admiring its beautiful architecture.
He eventually entered Harvard College graduating in 1955 with a BA degree and an MA three years
later. In the School, he was advised to quit architecture by one of his Professors as the profession was
considered non-suitable for black practitioners.
Bond’s travels with his father as a serving academic were opportunities of first-hand learning in
architecture in new territories. In addition, Bond’s association especially with Hilyard Robinson and
Le Corbusier’s, as well as his exposure to late tropical practices in Ghana upon his arrival in 1964,

shaped his design responses. Bond designed the Bolgatanga Regional Library in 1965. The Library
could thus be described as the sum of these prior experiences.

Bond’s influences from within (pre-1964)
Bond was influenced by his inside exposure to several of the best African American Architects at the
time such as Juliana Abele 25, Hilyard Robinson 26, and Paul Williams 27. Bond appeared to associate
with the hybrid creativity of Paul Williams, the socially inspiring context-based practice of Robinson,
and the commitment to scale and proportions of Abele. However, he denounced the stereotypical
promotion of architecture as style (typical of the Abele era), and the commodification of architecture,
in particular, of the commercial commissions of Paul Williams 28.
Bond had the strongest affinity to the modernist practices of Hilyard Robinson’s residential
architecture for various reasons. Robinson’s dynamic play with scale and proportions and the
appropriation of the social and cultural context critically influenced Bond’s responses in architecture.
He recounts his time with Robinson as stimulating.
“Hilyard Robinson, of Washington, DC, though less known today than either Abele or
Williams, is the architect among the three to whom I feel most sympathetic. When I visited
his office as a young architect, he was generous with his time and discussed various issues
of Modernism in a way that went to the heart of my interests and concerns. Captivated by
both the person and the work, I especially appreciated the intimate scale and dynamic
proportions of his residential buildings […] Langston incorporated well-designed open
spaces, sensitively scaled details, and artwork of the ‘social realism’.” 29
The situated responses of Robinson’s architecture recollect the distinct context-based approaches to
modernism that produced many dialects globally. Robinson’s inclination to contextual modernism
interested Bond greatly 30.

Bond’s influences from without- pre 1964
The development of Bond’s critical architectural cognitions from without commenced with Le
Corbusier and later in Ghana, where he began a career in academia. In 1958, as a Fulbright Scholar,
Bond worked as an apprentice to Le Corbusier in his Paris Office under the direction of Andre
Wogenscky31. Although he never got to see Le Corbusier, his later practice and architectural interest
strongly recalled those of Le Corbusier and his new self during and after the 1930s. In relation to the
Library, three principles mainly connect Bonds interventions to Le Corbusier’s work. First, Le
Corbusier’s critical adaption of modernism to local conditions in new territories was a cornerstone
for Bond’s architectural engagement. The priori considerations of social structures and climate in Le
Corbusier’s forms 32 retained a strong presence in the Library. For example, in Chandigarh, Le
Corbusier appeared inspired by the local weather and its relationship to humans. Wogenscky noted,
upon his return from his first trip to Chandigarh, that Le Corbusier had indicated, “out there,
Wogenscky, we will do a very different town planning […] because out there, in the evening, people
carry their beds on their backs and go to sleep outside” 33. Such mediation of climate through the
conditioning of daily activity broken up between the morning and evenings 34 is prominent in the
Bond Library. Secondly, the synergetic effusions of creativity – of poetic spatial beauty, of the visual
and tactile, light and shade, and scale and proportions are discerned in the Library. Thirdly, Le
Corbusier’s sculptural take on modernism represented in his later works, especially in Chandigarh
and the Ronchamp Chapel, have a positive presence in the Library.

Bond in Ghana and his work at the Ghana National Construction Company (1964-1965)
Bond returned from his sojourn to France in 1961 to work as an Architect in the New York firm
Pedersen and Tilney before relocating to Ghana in 1964 35. Ghana was a beacon of hope for the PanAfrican network who took interest in the success of the newly independent State and wanted to
contribute to its post-independence development. Ghana hosted prominent figures including

Muhammed Ali, Maya Angelou, Malcolm X, and W.E.D Du Bois among others. Bond is the most
notable in architecture. Bond’s shared interest in Ghana came through friends 36 who were considering
or had already returned to the homeland. Bond’s wife, Jean was also connected to the promotion of
Pan-Africanism and the American Civil Rights Movement through Freedomways. However, it was
not until Bond got a job offer from the Ghana National Construction Company (GNCC) following a
telegraph to Nkrumah that the decision to visit Ghana was taken 37.
From 1964-1965, Bond worked with the GNCC 38 as the Chief Architect directly responsible for
projects at the seat of government (Flagstaff House) 39. Bond witnessed the separation of architectural
practice between British practitioners (who mainly were in private practice) and Architects from the
Socialist East 40 during his time in Ghana 41. He identified with the Socialist bloc 42. Political resilience
by the Socialist oriented government meant an alliance with architects from the East. This was a
means to decolonise architectural practice, which was dominated by British practitioners 43. Bond
embraced the GNCC as he was more likely ideologically inclined to Nkrumah’s vision and strategy
of development through the GNCC. Thus, with the overthrow of the socialist government in 1966
and the demise of Nkrumah’s vision of postcolonial development, Bond’s return to America seemed
imminent.
Bond was commissioned by the government, in his private capacity, through the Ghana Libraries
Board to design 44 the Library during his time at the GNCC, shortly before he joined the KNUST
School of Architecture in late 1965. Designs by architects at the GNCC at the time mostly “appear as
points in their personal creative trajectories” 45. However, Bond familiarised himself with designing
for this kind of climate and culture following extensive research into building design in Ghana pre1964.

The nature of modern architectural practice in Ghana as of 1964

Bond experienced, at first hand, the context of modern architecture in Ghana upon his arrival. By
1964, modern architecture in Ghana had transitioned from an earlier focus on climate issues, to
emphasis the social task of architecture towards architectural identity 46. This seems to represent the
emerging global perspective on modernism in general. For example, at the 1953 CIAM meeting in
Aix-en-Provence, a presentation by Candilis-Josic-Woods that emphasised the place of inhabitants,
their habits and living conditions towards architectural development, had challenged the scope of
earlier modern architectural practices 47. In former colonies such as Ghana, postcolonial concerns and
issues of globalisation necessitated the rethinking of tropical modern practices 48.

In Ghana, Drew and Fry were noted for their developing planning approach that integrated socioclimatic thinking in the planning and design of settlements such as Tema Manhean 49. Their
intervention, through the School building programme (1949-1957) 50 that was considered to be
humanist 51, often integrated vernacular knowledge of ‘customs and social practices’ with technical
responses to climate and topography52. Similarly, the Harry Reese approach in the former United
States Embassy building in Accra appealed to local context, beside climate; especially of the
vernacular architecture of coastal regions through form composition and materiality. This sort of
approach to design, looking to the vernacular perceived as reductive modernism, indicated the
emerging direction of modern architecture in Ghana before Bond’s arrival.

Bond’s Library concept reflects these strategies although his design responses fairly differed by the
nature of his commission, the climatic context and the specific locality. Bond connects with the
building culture upon his arrival in Ghana as the intersection of three concerns, namely, a “Strong
traditional architecture, and varied from region to region […] Responsive to climate, agriculture, and
lifestyle [… and] Modern buildings for new institutions and in cities” 53.

At the KNUST School of Architecture (from 1965)
Bond designed the Library prior 54 to joining the School in 1965. However, the School mirrored the
focus of, especially, late tropical practices, and of research-led architectural mediation, which
interested Bond greatly. Bond embraced inclusive architectural practice and the opportunity to teach
in a hybrid School of Architecture at KNUST was enticing. The School represented a bridge for
various architectural networks in Ghana at the time. Bond worked alongside academics from diverse
societies, from the West, Socialist East, Africa and Asia 55. Bond taught “theories of proportions and
form” as an area of interest 56. Bond together with Lutz Christians administered the third year design
studio. They developed programmes that brought them and the students in contact with the social and
environmental realities of rural architecture in Ghana. The social and environmental studies were
prioritised in the School’s curriculum in planning and design courses. The challenges of planning
were related to the challenges of design. Thus, appropriating architecture prompted appropriating
planning strategies emanating from indigenous forms and tectonics. The philosophy of the School
was thus concentrated around two themes; “tradition teaches” and “technology teaches” 57. These
encounters further shaped Bond’s growing love for place-centred responses in architecture.

Bond’s articulations on architecture as a sum of his influences
As an academic, Bond had a number of publications to his name. He also granted several interviews,
including his experience with Thomas Dutton 58. His critical thoughts on architecture are deeply
embedded in his writings and interview accounts. Most of these accounts were published after the
design of the Library. However, they are a reflection of his pre-1964 experiences in America and the
knowledge of architectural development in Ghana. As Bond observes, his “Later work […were] all
influenced by […his] work in Ghana and […the] sense of the impact of the economy, climate, culture, and
location on buildings. Each building tells a story and conveys meaning to its users” 59.

Three themes, namely, the socio-cultural, the climate, and his hybrid background, underpin Bond’s
thoughts on architecture. Firstly, Bond’s inclination to the place of social-cultural expressions in
architecture is quite apparent. Bond observes that architecture’s connection to locality and time is
deeper compared to other forms of art 60. For Bond, the meaning of architecture is its place within the
context of the larger environment or setting. Bond was opposed to the reduction of architecture to an
isolated discourse of single buildings without recourse to context. Instead, architecture must express
context, and the spirit of the activities it inhabits 61. According to him, the market-driven approach to
practice only serves the market but not the people 62. Thus, Bond shows strong affinity to preservation
practices when he indicates,
“Preservation movements have a similar kind of implication. There is a greater emphasis on
the context, on the response to an existing situation rather than on the object alone.
Preservation and urban design point to the larger issue of architecture in the public realm, in
the social/cultural context. Yet we, by emphasising the individual architect’s work, deny the
social and cultural importance of any creative act […] so preservation could suggest that
architecture and its creation are really part of a social context, a result of society’s creative
impulses rather than that of the individual. This is not to discount the individual creativity
but to put the creative act into a social context.” 63
Although Bond discounted himself as a regionalist, he expressed himself in terms reminiscent of Paul
Ricoeur’s paradox of mediating local traditions, yet participating in universal civilisation 64. It is a
fundamental principle that sums up Bond’s view of modern practices in architecture. For example,
Bond noted that he does not “believe that modern designers exist in cultural isolation” and therefore
the challenge of how to “be part of the Modern world and yet express our particular place within it”
is crucial 65. The place of the social-culture in modernist practices prompted Bond’s critique of
modernism as a canon, and modernity in general. He did this in a context, which situated the clientarchitect relationship within the remit of contingent responses. In his article “Still Here: Three
architects of Afro-America”, Bond raises fundamental questions suggestive of the failings of

modernism. He underscores the dissonance of modernism in its all-embracing and profound purity
coming at the back of absolutist inclination.
“Moreover, is our pervasive tendency to judge buildings purely on aesthetic grounds perhaps
too narrow? Did Modernism err in proclaiming itself the one true style, “the International
Style” no less, and in fostering a type of architectural criticism that often denies context, that
fails to acknowledge place as a critical factor in the evaluation of buildings? Do we architects
really want to be—does society need us to be—“high priests” of pure design? Should the
people who will inhabit the spaces we create have a better recognized and more authoritative
role in the design process than is currently assumed to be acceptable?” 66
Bond’s critique echoes the focus of late tropical practices advanced earlier, as well as Robinson’s
inclination to contextualized modernist responses.
Secondly, Bond’s affinity to the socio-culture was partially born out of his leaning to the weather 67
as the author of context-based architecture, similarly echoed by Jonathan Hill 68 and Le Corbusier69.
With reference to Africa, Bond denounced the banality of the too regular homogenous 70 narrative of
conditions in Africa. In his view, this potentially limits the range of socio-cultural, topographical and
climatic conditions that promote unique architectural responses. Bond was keen to contribute to this
distinct space of postcolonial practice in the former British colony. Bond developed an understanding
of the socio-climate typical of Drew and Fry commissions 71, and its relationship to the regional
vernacular strategies as a basis for his design responses. In several accounts, with particular reference
to Africa, Bond underscores the primacy of the physical and the human/ social factors as dual agents
of the development of tectonic architectures. In his draft lecture notes on architectural practice in
Africa, Bond accentuates the relational duality of the physical and consequential indigenous
mechanisms, adapted in different climates and across seasons.
“At the scale of a continent the physical and human factors affecting building create so many
variables as to make it virtually impossible to speak of one African architecture. Yet one can

learn some common principles by studying how physical and social factors affect ‘the form
and content’ of buildings […] climate and weather. Not only does the climate-hot/ humid,
hot/ dry, temperate, high veldt or low veldt-affect the design of buildings, it also affects the
building process. Buildings need to be more open to maximise ventilation in hot/ humid
climates. The available building materials are different from one climate zone to another,
and determine the type of construction. Buildings must also be made to survive different
conditions.” 72
Thirdly, Bond regarded himself as a hybrid. This includes his great love for diversity and
multiculturalism and their potential for the development of meaningful architectures. This is clear in
his suggestive views on an ideal School of Architecture, and his interest in the strengths presented
through partnerships and multicultural alliances in practice. He sought to convey in his architecture
the ambivalence of spatial representation that is translated through the mediated concepts of the
Bolgatanga Library. As an African-American, Bond considered his constituency as neither African
nor American but unique in themselves with the growth of a strong hybrid culture, of positive
creativity. Bond indicates in his interview with Thomas Dutton that, although African-Americans are
African by colour, and historically and culturally connected to the motherland Africa, they cannot
regard themselves as Africans. The desire to retrace cultural roots to Africa is very problematic in his
view. African-Americans are mistaken “when they do not accept the strength of their own culture in
America and hark back to Africa” 73. Bond promoted African-American culture in America, of music,
dance and literature as unique, authentic and therefore, of a higher value 74.
As an academic, Bond believed the most engaging and thought-provoking architectural Schools are
those of racial diversities. This presents students and academics with the rare opportunity to engage,
intermingle and generate great hybrid ideas by learning from diverse cultures. Thus, teaching students
of such diversities was always an exciting experience for him. For Bond, good architecture emerges
from the frontiers of derivative meanings; the diversity of cultural, social and climatic conditions over
centuries leads to the creative mind of various races working towards mediated practices 75.

Bond’s interest in the socio-cultural, climate and multi-culturalism in shaping architecture found a
meaningful expression in his practices, especially the Bolgatanga Regional Library, which retained a
strong hybrid identity that is typical of late tropical practice in Ghana at the time.

The Library as positive mediation
The context
While the development of libraries in Ghana’s humid zone was aided by tried and tested strategies
due to the high concentration of colonial building culture there, the hot dry belt posed a new challenge
to modernist architects. The underdevelopment and rural sociology implied the library needed to
convey meaning on several fronts beyond the science of comfort. Bond’s design formed part of other
positive experimental interventions in the hot dry belt, especially in terms of physiological comfort.
These included Patrick Wakely and Khamil Mumtaz’s proposed school building concepts 76, although
strategies differed.
Bond’s response represented the nexus of an experiential translation of the socio-climate to an
ideological modernist inclination. The Library is perhaps the single project that reflects Bond’s
thoughts on architecture. It is also where his critical approach to practice recalled those of his mentors.
As he indicates, “anyway, it will be my first real building in that I designed it completely and
supervised every aspect of the working drawings, so you will be able to see what I think about
Architecture, at least what I think about it right now.” 77 Bond spoke highly of the Library, especially
on how it formed the foundation for his architectural engagements since 78. Bond noted with
conviction in a letter to his parents that the Library would emerge amongst others, as the new image
of architecture in Ghana 79.
The indigenous architecture of Northern Ghana, particularly the Frafra domestic architecture, was
critical to Bond in two ways. His inclination for context-based solutions as opposed to the

commodification of practice was foremost. Secondly, the development of the Library at the time was
symbolic and transactional for the promotion of literacy in a remote community. For Bond, the
Library needed to represent context in an expressive form. Bond’s professional view matched with
the specific design guide of the Ghana Library Board (GLB) at the time for the design of libraries in
that part of Ghana. The GLB wished that the Library be uniquely designed as a symbol of literacy
through diverse but informative expressions in architecture 80.
Bond’s response to climate appropriated the knowledge of the weather and its relationship to the
development of vernacular architecture 81. It reflected the translation of the physiological,
psychological, and experiential character of domestic Frafra architecture. Bond’s desire to relate to
the material culture was limited by several factors. At the time, no local building authority would
permit the use of landcrete blocks for “a prominent modern building” 82 such as the Library. In the
hot dry belt, timber is also scarce and rarely used for buildings. Both of these were initially proposed
by Bond but were considered unsuitable. Thus, the Library is constructed from stuccoed concrete
blocks with special blocks moulded for the window frames 83. The use of concrete had become
increasingly localised over time. It was the predominant material for building construction, especially
in urban areas. Bond defined placeness, however, through the nature of the indigenous Frafra
architecture. Bond’s architectural responses 84 confirm the abstraction of the visual and tactile, as well
as the appropriation of the Environmental Behaviour Relations (EBR) 85 of indigenous Frafra
architecture. Eleftherios Pavlides relates to this approach to the study, and appropriation of the
vernacular concepts in the context of modernist architectural mediation as ideological, and
experiential 86.
Bond connected primarily to the seasons, and how these appeal to the visual and tactile conception
of placeness in Frafra architecture. He revealed that “during the rainy season the savannah
surrounding the town of Bolgatanga looks like a vast stretch of uninhabited farmland. As the dry
season approaches and crops are harvested, the Frafra house begins to emerge and spot the
landscape” 87. The Frafra house, much like the Kasena’s to the West (see figure 2), consists of fractal

complexes of concentric rooms linked-up by connecting walls that define a series of open
courtyards 88. Each space, including those for domesticated animals, are clearly delineated as
individual units within the whole composition. Increasingly, the circular forms are interspersed with
rectangular and square plan forms. Despite the changing form, roundness is a common feature to both
(see figure 3). Walls taper from a wide base narrowing towards the top. Some of the rooms have a
thatched roof. Others are flat mud construction with access stairways used for drying food produced
during the day and for night time living during the rainy season 89.

Figure 2. Left: Frafra domestic architecture, depicting round forms of flat and conical thatched roofs. Right: emphasis on
access to the flat roof top from within the courtyard, which is an alternative space for night time living.

Figure 3. Schematic layout of typical Frafra domestic architecture indicates the concentric forms, interlacing of concentric
and rectilinear forms, and in-between courtyards.

These principles of the indigenous Frafra architecture are consequently abstracted in the Library.
Bond’s approach, in many respects, reflects hybrid modernism. Bond appeared magnanimous when
he denounced himself as a regionalist. He indicated that, in some instances, “although I am not
particularly fond of regionalism in architecture, the design of this Library was very much influenced
by the traditional domestic architecture of Northern Ghana” 90. Bond did not appear to embrace the
limitations of classical terminologies. However, critical practice is consistent and dominant in his
designs. Bond related to context through the knowledge of indigenous Frafra domestic architecture

in three ways: the knowledge and appropriation of climate as a physical condition; developmental
planning; and the abstractions of forms through dynamic composition.

The strategies
The local climate, vernacular responses, and the Library concepts
The positive mediation of climate is largely associated with the umbrella roof 91. Bond did not
construct a climatic relationship between vernacular strategies and his design responses, except
broadly indicating that the library responds to and was influenced by the local climate and
architecture. The attempts to read the climate strategies of the Library through technical design
recommendations for the hot dry Savanah climate are, however, fundamental to vernacular practices.
Bond achieves effective comfort conditions through a conscious response to the dual requirements of
ventilation, and simultaneously reducing heat gain for an all season performance. This is visible from
the EBR of indigenous architecture of Northern Ghana. In this zone, the mechanism of outdoor living
under shade and in the courtyards and on flat roof terraces for cooling complements the heavy and
compact composition of enclosed spaces for warmth on extremely cold nights 92. This is supported by
the integrated idea of day time and night time living as suggested by technical design notes for
building design in this part of the tropics 93. Although Bond does not specifically make references to
these technical design manuals in any text 94, his response recalls the strategy of alternate use of space
in vernacular settings for achieving comfort between seasons. The Library, however, integrates this
dual requirement in a single composition.
Three concepts made this possible. First, instead of adapting a design concept that employs both light
construction 95 and heavy construction 96, Bond’s approach prioritised a heavy construction. The
compact form is reminiscent of the indigenous architectural practices in Northern Ghana.

Second, Bond introduced ventilation mechanisms to complement the compact composition. The
buildings prominent North-East and South-West orientation maximises especially the flow of cool
South-West Monsoon winds responsible for the rains and high humidity conditions of the rainy
season. The Library’s four individual buildings – the adults’ section, the children’s section, the lecture
hall, and the staff area are connected by two open but roofed spaces in an open plan configuration.
The first open space serves as the anchor to the public lecture hall, and the second is the Library
commons, used for exhibitions, issuing cards, and filing. These intermediate spaces, opening
externally on three sides, act as ventilation corridors for the adjoining buildings (see figure 4). These
openings serve as unhindered inlets for cool South-West Monsoon winds, or outlets for displaced
stale air 97. The hot dry North-East trade winds blowing from the Sahara desert during the dry season
were not prioritised for internal ventilation. Inlet spaces do not open in this direction. This reinforces
the buildings overall compact nature. Thus, external window openings are limited on façades and
designed with minimum sizes to reduce internal heat gain. Consequently, “the major spaces have a
minimum number of windows opening to the outside” 98. The limited openings allow for natural
lighting and potentially act as outlets or inlets for ventilation purposes. This compensates for the
contrasting conditions of high humidity and small diurnal temperature ranges during the rainy season
that warrant a light construction.
Third, the building’s overall layout was conceived to reduce heat gain through adequate shading 99.
Bond was particular about shade. The Library, used during the day, required appropriating the outdoor
living under shade of vernacular settings, to indoors. Hence, the overarching umbrella roof was
conceived to provide shade. The roof rests on free standing columns that extend above the four
individual buildings. In addition, the roof provided shade for the open-air storytelling theatre as well
as the parking and delivery bay (see figure 5). This strategy met the specific client demand to reduce
excessive glare. The umbrella roof performs a dual function. It keeps the entire building in shade
throughout the day, thereby reducing the heat gain: it also allows for ventilation of the roof cavity,

dispelling displaced stale air by the stack effect. “Very comfortable temperatures resulted from this
arrangement and a breeze flows naturally through the court spaces” 100.
Bond’s distinct response to the local climate, influenced by vernacular practices, recalls Le
Corbusier’s approach to practice in general and especially in the tropical world 101, as well as the
climate related developmental planning strategies of Drew and Fry. The peculiarity of the indigenous
architecture of the Frafra, as an outcome of the relationship between the local weather conditions and
human comfort, are profoundly conveyed in Bond’s concrete modernism.

Figure 4. Compositional analysis of Bond’s Library and its relationship to weather, highlighting the four buildings
separated by the open spaces as well as the outdoor storytelling area and the sheltered parking and loading and off-loading
bay.

Figure 5. Left: view of the shaded parking and loading bay. Right: view of shaded storytelling area (with stepped seats).

The experiential and ideological implications
Bond was quite accustomed to the social and experiential inclination of placeness upon his arrival.
He understood that the degree of reception for emerging forms of architecture by indigenes is also
associated with the psychological mediation of spaces and the appropriation of existing forms.
Conscious of this at first hand, Bond sought to symbolically express tradition through compositional
depth. His output recalls the solid mass fabrication of vernacular architecture in Northern Ghana,
despite the use of concrete. It also recalls Robinson’s dynamic proportioning of masses and volumes,
and of Le Corbusier’s “clean functional” 102 and sculptural 103 reflections. Bond related to tradition
through mimicking the compositional culture of the Frafra house by planning and visual cognition.
The four separated buildings of the Library, linked up by two open spaces and united by the umbrella

roof, are reminiscent of the spatial composition of the Frafra house with its interlinked individual
rooms laced around an open to sky courtyard or series of courtyards depending on the family
structure. Bond recalls the vernacular through the exaggerated base and tapering walls, especially of
the lecture hall. Fluid rounded ends as well as the hybrid interlacing of round and rectangular forms
all echo the vernacular (see figure 6). The prominence of a solid wall mass when approaching on all
sides, instead of generous transparency, gives it the specific character of domestic Frafra architecture
(see figure 7). Bond recounted how, on a visit to the project, a little school boy walked up to his group
and said, “the house is nice ooh” as the Library appealed to his senses in those terms 104.

Figure 6. Left: view from the open space next to the lecture hall, revealing Bond’s play with regular and curvilinear forms
as well as the overarching umbrella roof. Right: the main approach, highlighting the limited presence of windows on the
solid mass façade.

Figure 7. Appropriation of solid masses on façades; shade through umbrella roof vis-à-vis air circulation space between
the underside of the umbrella and the tops of the four buildings.

Conclusion
Bond’s hybrid experiences shaped his interest in mediated practices, which is brought to bear in an
underprivileged community where he created a strong sense of mediating, hybrid modernism. Bond
achieves this through the appropriation of Northern Ghanaian vernacular building culture and
weather, and the principles of Western modernism as a manifestation of the ideological and
experiential approaches to modernist regionalism. His sense of modernism evokes the context of late
tropical interventions pioneered in Ghana at the time of his arrival. Further, it is a reflection upon the
work of his mentors, especially of Le Corbusier and Robinson. The Library can thus be described as
the exploration of the in-between spaces of modernism and vernacular knowledge. The
particularisation of modernism in this sense makes the reading of the Library architecture
inconclusive on a purely modernist or vernacular level; instead, it can be read on a hybrid and
postcolonial level.
The significance of Bond’s Library intervention is therefore twofold. Firstly, the distinct response to
the local climate in the context of other climate related tropical interventions at the time, represents a
crucial moment for rethinking architectural practice in Ghana’s hot dry climate today. Secondly,
Bond’s attempt to replicate the vernacular beyond the knowledge of climate indicates the inherently
distinct approach to concrete modernism that questions the place of modernist practices in British
West Africa as a parallel to indigenous practices.
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